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Abstract: 

Passive laxity envelopes can provide understanding of the knee’s comprehensive constraints and 
range of motion as well as insights not practically obtained in vivo.  This research was to study 
variations in passive knee envelope predictions and provide recommendations for better data 
collection. The Experimental Joint Biomechanics Research Laboratory at the University of 
Kansas uses a radial basis function to generate a unified passive knee envelope and then a 
sequential down sampling process to study the variation in knee envelope predictions.  This 
study had three objectives:  analyze areas of high envelope variation from 13 knee predictions to 
better understand those variations; develop an envelope quality score to determine if the quantity 
and distribution of an existing data set will generate a low variation, high confidence knee 
envelope for a target isoload; and develop a new investigator feedback system to generate a 
higher quality envelope prediction.  For objective 1, data sets from unified passive laxity 
envelopes for 13 cadaver specimens were analyzed by taking the average and standard deviation 
of the variations and mapping them onto the average envelope shape to compare locations of 
higher variation.  No consistent location of variation was found, indicating the variations were 
not likely due to investigator instructions.  This analysis did show the consistent collection of 
data at lower isoloads (2000 Nmm) and the under collection of data points at higher isoloads 
(8000-10000 Nmm), where the ligaments have a greater influence on the knee’s 
motion.  Objective 2 was to develop an envelope quality score to evaluate if an existing data set 
will generate a confident envelope prediction for a given isoload.  Recognizing no consistent 
pattern in the location of variations and that the radial basis function used to interpolate data sets 
into a unified envelope prediction weighs data closest to the target isoload more heavily, led to 
the analysis of a given data set relative to a target isoload.  Based on these findings, an envelope 
quality scoring calculation was developed based on the distance, quantity, and distribution of 
data points relative to a given isoload.  The data points were totaled if points were located within 
the Euclidean norm distance of 0.25 from each vertex in the envelope isoload surface.  The 
resulting score helps investigators assess if an existing data set will produce an envelope 
prediction with less variation and greater confidence.  Objective 3 was to create a new 
investigator feedback system based on tailoring data collection to the RBF process and providing 
real time guidance for data collection.  This was done using a MATLAB program that calculates 
how collected data are distributed around the target isoload and graphically displays data points 
on a color-coded isoload and an RBF prediction feed for the developing envelope displayed on 
the feedback screen.  Color coding shows the investigator areas where sufficient data around the 
target isoload has been collected, and areas where additional data points are still 
needed.  Displaying this in near real time (updated in 1 second increments) gives the investigator 
opportunity to make needed adjustments during initial data collection.  Eliminating possible 
sources of data collection inaccuracies like manipulation motions, differences in knee kinematics 
or demographics could further improve envelopes.  Future work might determine best isoloads 
for specific studies, add the envelope quality score to the investigator feedback screen, or allow 
the investigator to change the target isoload as they collect data.  Finally, increasing program 
efficiency for quicker computation may increase its potential use in clinical settings.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Knee motion is dictated by the different anatomical structures that constrain it [1].  The 

articular geometry, the ligaments (anterior cruciate ligament or ACL, posterior cruciate ligament 

or PCL, medial collateral ligament or MCL, lateral collateral ligament or LCL), other soft 

tissues, external loads, and muscle activation all help determine the knee’s range of motion. 

Researchers and physicians evaluate the laxity of a knee to diagnose its function so that 

interventions can be optimally designed or performed on it. For researchers, one of the best ways 

to do this is using passive laxity envelope testing, where the muscle activation is limited by 

externally manipulating the joint [2].  In a research lab setting, investigators record the primary 

motion of the knee, flexion extension, along with several other motions such as varus/valgus 

(VV), internal/external (IE), anterior/posterior (AP), and superior/inferior (SI).  In a clinical 

setting, doctors and surgeons use clinical laxity evaluations, such as the Lachman’s Test and 

Anterior Drawer Test to determine and diagnose if there is a damaged ligament [3, 4].  The 

clinician or surgeon uses the results from these research and clinical knee laxity studies, along 

with other considerations like the patient’s general health, age, bone health, and activity level to 

provide the most appropriate treatment for that patient.  A wide range of treatment options are 

available, ranging from physical rehabilitation to total knee arthroplasty (TKA) which may 

involve implants, which have a reported life span of 10-20 years depending on the success of 

restoring the proper alignment and balance of the knee [5].   All of these considerations lead 

clinicians to seek the best tests and understanding of the constraints and range of motion of a 

patient’s knee. 

Passive laxity studies performed on cadaver specimens give a prediction of the knee’s 

complete range of motion, considering all combined constraints rather than just specific ligament 
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constraints. By using cadaver knees before and after a total knee replacement, researchers can 

study how the alterations from a surgeon affect the passive motion of the knee.   Research 

methods that evaluate the passive laxity of a cadaver knee utilize a motion capture system along 

with a load cell to accurately measure the force and displacement on a cadaver specimen.  These 

data can then be given to manufacturers to help further improve the implant design or alter the 

design if a problem is seen.  The Experimental Joint Biomechanics Research Laboratory 

(EJBRL) at the University of Kansas uses a protocol that gathers a point cloud of data as the 

knee travels through its range of motion.  These data are then processed with a Radial Basis 

Function (RBF) which can interpolate the data to generate a prediction of the entire envelope [5].  

The RBF is a network processing method that gives different weights to various data points 

based on how much data are collected around specific torques.  Using a method called the 

sequential down sampling process (SDSP), it can generate several predictions and compare the 

prediction of each point, giving a relative confidence in the prediction.  

The 3 objectives of this study were to: 

1.  Develop a better understanding of the cause of prediction variations. 

2.  Develop a new envelope quality score calculation to determine if the quantity 

and distribution of an existing data set will generate a high-quality knee 

envelope for a target isoload. 

3.  Develop a new investigator feedback system for more efficient and effective 

data collection to generate a higher quality envelope prediction. 
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Chapter 2: Background  

Anatomy and Physiology  
 

 Fig. 1 is a representation of the knee components and their relationship to each other.  

The diagram shows the anterior and posterior view of the same knee.  The motion of the knee is 

dictated by different anatomical constraints [1].  To understand how the knee moves throughout 

daily activities, it is important to understand how the anatomical constraints work together.  The 

ACL connects to the femur between the condyles of the femur and the intercondylar eminence of 

the tibia. The function of the ACL is to constrain the tibia from translating anteriorly and provide 

IE constraint [6].   It has also been shown that the tension that occurs in the ACL is dependent on 

the flexion angle.  Markolf et al. found that ACL deficient subjects had an increase in IE laxity 

[7]. The PCL connects the posterior intercondylar area and inserts into the lateral surface of the 

medial femoral condyle. With this connection, it creates a crossing pattern with the ACL causing 

some binding to occur when the knee undergoes a rotational force  [8, 9].  It constrains the tibia 

from translating in the posterior direction across all angles of flexion extension [10, 11]. The 

MCL has a primary role of valgus resistance and minor roles in IE rotation and anterior 

translation [12].  The LCL gives resistance in the varus rotation, however the structure provides 

less constraint after 30° flexion [13].  

 The articular geometry also influences the kinematics, limiting flexion extension and 

offering physical surfaces that constrain some of the motion  [14].  The combination of these 

structures and the articular geometry of the human knee work together throughout flexion 

extension to provide stability during daily motions.  
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Clinical Relevance 
 

 The knee undergoes three to four times the body weight of force during everyday 

activities, even more during more intensive activities [14]. Knee injuries are common and ACL 

reconstructive surgeries have increased 12 fold the past 20 years as reported by Abram et al. 

[15]. Because knee injuries continue to increase and surgical solutions and implants last only 10-

20 years [14], clinicians need improved diagnostic tools like passive laxity knee envelope 

predictions to make further improvement in implants, surgical techniques, and other treatments. 

 Two clinical laxity tests, the Anterior Drawer and Lachman tests, were developed to 

determine if the ACL has been damaged. The Anterior Drawer test requires the patient to lie on 

his/her back with the knee set at 90° flexion [16]. Then an anterior force is applied to the 

posterior tibia, with thumbs across the anterior side of the joint.   The motion of the affected knee 

is compared to the unaffected knee and tactilely graded. The scale used in these tests are grade 1 

through grade 3, with grade 1 being 5 mm displacement and grade 3 being greater than 30 mm 

[16]. The Lachman test is similar, except the knee is held at 15-20° flexion, and one hand holds 

the femur in place while the other pulls the tibia anteriorly.  The examiner then tactilely grades 

the instability of the ACL, characterized by the endpoint [17, 18].  This is graded on the same 

scale as the Anterior Drawer test.  However, these tests have been documented to have varying 

levels of reliability, with the Lachman test being reported as the most reliable [17,19,15].  A 

device that can objectively measure the laxity of the ACL is the KT-1000. B. E. Kilinc et al. used 

this device to quantify the accuracy of these tests and found the Lachman test to have 95% 

accuracy and Anterior Drawer test to have 61% accuracy [21]. 

 The Posterior Drawer test is a method to help diagnose PCL injury [22].  In order to 

perform the Posterior Drawer test, the knee should be at 90° flexion and apply anterior to 
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posterior force on the tibia. Similar to the Anterior Drawer test, this is compared to the 

unaffected knee.  The grades of the displacement relative to the unaffected knee are grade 1 up to 

5 mm of motion, grade 2 up to 10 mm, and grade 3 over 10 mm.  This method has been found to 

have 96% accuracy, and a sensitivity of 90% with trained surgeons [20–22]. 

 In order to test the MCL and LCL, varus and valgus stress tests are conducted.  To 

perform these tests, the knee is placed at 30°flexion then force s placed on the knee in abduction 

for valgus, and adduction for varus. Then a finger is used to tactilely feel the opening in the joint 

[4].   The American Medical Association grades the displacement in 3 levels: grade 1 up to 5 mm 

opening, grade 2 up to 10 mm, and grade 3 over 10 mm [23]. 

     These clinical laxity tests help clinicians quickly diagnose injuries and compare knee laxity 

before and after surgery.  However, research lab laxity tests like passive laxity envelopes can 

provide more comprehensive understanding of the knee’s constraints and range of motion.  Also, 

these lab tests can provide insights that cannot be practically obtained from clinical in vivo tests. 

 Reconstructive knee surgery can be performed if the damage is isolated, such as a tear or 

fracture that can be repaired.   Often, when there is significant damage to the soft tissue and 

cartilage from arthritis, a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) or knee replacement surgery can be 

performed. TKA is a common procedure, with a 198% increase from 1994 to 2014 [25].  During 

the procedure, articular geometry is replaced by resecting the bone and replacing it with an 

implant.  Depending on the component selection and the surgery, this gives varying levels of 

constraint based on the patient’s needs. To give the patient the best possible outcome, ligament 

balance and the alignment of the knee need to be considered. When the ligaments are properly 

balanced there is equal ligament tension in both the medial and lateral sides of the of the knee.  

To achieve this, some surgeons will use kinetic sensors to more objectively balance the soft 
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tissue envelope  [24, 25].  Gap balancing and measured resection are two TKA surgical 

techniques commonly used to restore limb alignment and soft tissue balance about the knee  [26, 

27].  Gap balancing is a technique that resects the tibia to be parallel with the femoral 

component, with both collaterals in tension [28].  The end result should be a rectangular gap in 

the resected tibia to the femoral components and has shown to improve flexion stability [28, 29].  

Griffin et al. studied 84 gap balanced TKAs and found that flexion gap differed from the 

extension gap by no more than 3 mm  [32].  This showed the consistency of the surgery and how 

the results were repeatable.  Measured resection is a technique that resects the bone based on the 

bony anatomical landmarks, often the transepicondylar axis, without consideration of the soft 

tissue. This is because the transepicondylar axis is the axis of rotation for the femur and is 

defined by connecting the prominence of the lateral epicondyle to the medial epicondylar ridge. 

Using this axis allows for better stability of the knee.  One issue with using this axis is that it is 

difficult to interpret the bony landmarks to make the proper resection [31–34].  

 Golladay et al. performed a study that had two groups, a surgeon-guided and an 

instrument-guided group, to perform a TKA [35].  This study found that 50% of surgeon guided 

cases were quantitatively balanced as measured by an instrumental tibial trial component, while 

the sensor-guided group yielded 84% balanced cases [37].  In both groups,  and in other studies, 

the patients who had quantitatively balanced knees reported significantly better outcomes scores  

[23, 26, 27, 35].  Having the soft tissue balanced can help maintain the alignment of the knee and 

ensure the bones are properly aligned [38].  There are two axes that doctors use when aligning 

the knee, the mechanical axis and the kinematic axis [28].  To align to the mechanical axis, the 

hip ball, knee, and the ankle are aligned [39].  Alternatively to align to the kinematic axis, also 

called anatomical alignment, a 3D alignment of the knee is used to replicate what is considered a 
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more natural orientation of the bone or to restore the normal 3D orientation of the 3 kinematic 

axes [26, 38].  Some studies have shown that a kinematic alignment has produced a more natural 

gait [41].  However, alignment based on the kinematic axis has a tendency to place more of a 

load on the medial side of the implant [27, 37].  This method has been shown to have increased 

malalignment and need more revision surgeries [27, 40].  

 

Research Methods 
 

 TKA surgeries are predicted to increase in coming years, therefore, research on how to 

improve TKA implant designs and outcomes is ongoing [41–43].  In  research lab knee testing, 

fresh frozen cadaver specimens are used to maintain the mechanical properties of the tissue [46].  

Testing cadaver knee specimens can take many forms.  Active and dynamic testing can simulate 

muscle activation and how the knee and soft tissues respond as it goes through dynamic motions, 

such as walking, squatting, or other maneuvers [45, 46].   Another type of active testing involves 

using knee machines to test wear patterns on implants [47].  These devices are useful for 

comparing the 6 degrees of freedom knee kinematics (Appendix A) of a native knee to its 

kinematics (or movement of the tibia with respect to the femur) after a TKA.  These machines 

use a range of sensors in order to accurately measure the loads and kinematics of the knee [43, 

46].  With the use of these rigs, researchers are able study how the knee will behave under active 

loading conditions.  However to get a better understanding of how the passive structures behave 

without muscle activation, a knee envelope is performed [49].  Blankevoort et al. discusses that 

an envelope is needed to properly model the six degrees of motion about the knee [1].  Several 

styles of rigs and methods have been used to conduct envelopes [2]. Some involve robotic 
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mechanisms, some use manual manipulations of the knee, and some use static systems [9, 48–

53].    

 Robotic rigs, using pneumatic cylinders, or static rigs which attach a known mass to the 

rig to apply a known force at flexion can be used [8, 51].  Both are similar in that the leg is set at 

a flexion angle and then a force is applied.  The issue with these rigs is that they don’t take into 

account the path dependency of the knee as discussed in Blankevroot et al. [1].  A way around 

that is to apply the loads as the knee is in motion through flexion extension.  The method used in 

the EJBR Lab is the manual manipulation of the knee [51].  In order to record the data for 

manual manipulation, both the loading data and displacement must be recorded.  Motion capture 

systems were used to collect the displacement at the joint.  A commonly used motion capture 

system is an active marker system.  Active marker systems use Infrared Emitting Diodes 

(IREDs) that are fixed onto a rigid body or machined frame holding the IREDs in place.  The 

Optotrak system used in the EJBR Lab is an active marker system that has a resolution suitable 

for recording the displacement about the knee [54].  The system has a documented translational 

error of 0.2%-2.0% and a rotational error of 0.8-2.0% [55].  This system is not without 

limitations.  The IREDs need to be a distance of 1.75 meters away from the camera to help keep 

the noise of the system to be 0.04 degrees or 0.03 mm or below [56].  The applied isoload is 

recorded with a triaxial loadcell, which is a set of force transducers that can record forces that act 

on it and in what direction they are acting.   

 The probe point data collected are used to create the coordinate system for the passive 

laxity envelope.  Grood and Suntay were able to accurately measure the six degrees of freedom 

in the knee utilizing the axes of rotation and anatomical landmarks [57].  Just like using the 
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boney structures in surgery, there is some uncertainty involved with collecting these probed 

points [58].  

 Manual manipulation of the knee does not allow for the exact dictation of position and 

load, therefore, the desired position and load must be extrapolated. The radial basis function 

(RBF) weighs the points relative to the values around it allowing for a smaller bias to outliers 

[59, 60].  A flow chart describing how the RBF calculations work as described by Cyr et al. can 

be found in Fig. 3 [58].  Using the RBF to generate a prediction of the knee envelope creates a 

3D isosurface of the displacement at a given load.  The highest errors in the RBF occur where 

there are large gaps in the data.  Boppart et al. looked at using sequential down sampling to give 

a confidence in the collected envelope [60].  This process involved using every fifth point in the 

data set to generate one path, and then followed up with another set of every fifth point in the 

data set.  This was repeated with every 10th point, 15th point, and 20th point, generating several 

paths.  By creating multiple predicted paths of the same envelope, confidence in the prediction 

can be observed.  Boppart et al. also used this sequential down sampling method to look at how 

different investigators affect the outcome of the same knee [60].  This sequential down sampling 

process can also be used to compare the variation in predictions across multiple knees.  When 

conducting multiple knee envelopes, it is common practice to have a standard protocol to help 

with consistency.  Sequential down sampling allows comparison of points of higher variation, 

and if changes can be made in order to achieve better results. 
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Fig. 1:  An anatomical representation of the knee. 
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Fig. 2: A representation of 6 degrees of freedom. Superior/Inferior and Medial/Lateral translations are not 
labeled but axes are present. 
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Fig. 3: Flow chart of the RBF generating the prediction in the envelope [59]. 

 

Chapter 3:  Measuring and Improving the Quality of Envelopes of Passive 
Constraints 
 

 

Introduction 
 The motion of the knee is dictated by the applied loads and anatomical constraints, such 

as the articular surfaces between the tibia and femur.  A common kinematic analysis performed 

to understand the role of those constraints is a knee envelope [1].  Passive envelopes, or 

envelopes observed without muscle activation, measure the relative motion of a joint under 

certain loading to understand the constraints from the articular surfaces, the ligaments (ACL, 

PCL, MCL, and LCL), and other soft tissue structures, without requiring active motion from the 

subject.  These envelopes give an understanding of knee motion without muscle activation as 
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described by Blankevoort et al. [1, 48].  Traditionally the knee envelope is performed by putting 

the knee in a VV, IE, AP, or combination of these positions, then moving it through flexion 

extension, giving a two-dimensional understanding of the constraints.  The EJBRL created the 

unified envelope that allows the investigator to manipulate the knee through a series of motions 

to gain an understanding of the constraints and give the investigator more freedom of motion 

when preforming the envelope procedure.  Clinically, passive laxity tests are used to determine if 

any structures in the knee are damaged [20].  Surgeons use knee envelope studies, along with 

evaluations of a knee’s balance and alignment to improve patient knee outcomes. 

During a TKA operation, surgeons manipulate the knee by hand and use trial components 

to evaluate the balance of the knee and the alignment of the implant [61].  If the knee is 

unbalanced, the ligaments can be partially resected or released to improve balance [62].  The 

most broadly accepted definition of a balanced knee discussed in literature includes the 

following components.  The knee must have a full range of motion.  There should be a 

symmetrical medial-lateral gap at full extension and at 90 degrees flexion, the gap must not have 

medial-lateral tightness or laxity.  The patella must be well-tracked and it must have correct 

rotational balance between the tibial and femoral components [63].  Improvements in assessing 

the balance of the knee during these procedures might improve the outcome of the surgeries, the 

life of the implant, and the quality of life for the patient [43].  Over time, imbalances in the knee 

can cause misalignment and aseptic loosening which is a leading cause for prosthetic failure with 

total knee arthroplasty [64].  A TKA procedure strives to achieve not only the balance of the 

knee, but also the correct thickness of the tibial insert and proper knee alignment.  Both balance 

and good alignment must be achieved to improve the performance of the knee and longevity of 

the TKA procedure. Having misalignment or imbalances in the knee can lead to more sliding 
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motions and greater pain in the knee [63].  Proper knee alignment occurs when the knee has 

equal varus and valgus motion relative to the mechanical or kinematic axis.  Mechanical 

alignment, or aligning the hip ball through the knee to the ankle, is the more traditional method 

and is widely used in practice [40].  Kinematic alignment is a newer technique that gives a more 

natural motion to the patient while walking or performing other tasks [40].  Proper alignment 

contributes to a better-balanced knee and an overall better outcome with the implant [66, 67]. 

 In addition to balance and alignment, there are several other factors that influence the 

surgeon’s decision on how much constraint a patient needs for their knee.  There are a range of 

techniques to help understand how constraints behave under different conditions.  Utilizing these 

techniques investigators can further understand how a TKA operation changes the knee 

kinematics.  One technique used is to apply a weight and maintain a VV torque on the tibia while 

the femur is fixed, then manipulate the knee through flexion extension to record the kinematics 

[2, 6].  Another technique is to use a robotic manipulation of the knee that holds the knee at 

specific flexion angles and displacements and then measures the amount of force required for 

that movement [2, 29, 48, 51, 68–70].  These envelopes give a lot of good information for one 

dependent variable and generate a 2-D graph.  These laboratory methods use fresh frozen 

cadaveric specimens allowing for experimentation without hurting a subject.  The use of fresh 

frozen specimens helps retain the mechanical properties of the ligaments, as opposed to 

embalmed specimens or specimens that have been preserved through other means [70].  

Cadaveric specimens also allow the observation of how knee modifications change the 

kinematics of the knee, such as doing multiple trials with different knee implants.  Data gained 

from these analyses help engineers improve implant designs for greater stability, performance, 

comfort, and longevity [71]. 
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The radial basis function (RBF) which creates the prediction of the unified envelope of 

passive constraint, is based on the weighted interpolation of positions relative to given loads 

collected from cadaveric specimens [73]. The unified envelope of constraint was created by the 

Experimental Joint Biomechanics Research Lab at the University of Kansas.  It is a prediction of 

the envelope of the knee’s function which uses an RBF to provide an approximation of the 

relationship between applied forces and the observed kinematics and predicts the composite of 

constraints provided by that knee’s structures, articular surfaces, ligaments, and soft tissue, for a 

given degree of freedom. By utilizing the RBF multiple variables can be observed and compared 

and generate a 3D representation of the information, giving a better representation of how the 

variables influence each other. The RBF gives investigators the ability to use manual 

manipulation rather than needing a fixture to move the specimen to specific locations or applying 

specific loads. 

Boppart et al. [60] used a sequential down-sampling process (SDSP) to create multiple 

subsets of data from the same knee trial in an effort to understand the dependency of the 

prediction on segments of the data set.  The method used a number of different subsets of data, 

and each subset was then used to generate an envelope prediction.  By comparing the different 

predictions for any given position, the SDSP technique can provide a clearer prediction regarding 

the quality or confidence of the prediction.  Boppart’s work added clarity to understanding a 

knee envelope prediction from previously collected data.  This study aims to build on Boppart’s 

study and the SDSP technique to help improve data collection for passive knee envelopes at the 

time of collection, rather than just in an after the fact analysis.  It continues to develop this useful 

tool by building on the previous SDSP work to identify areas of highest variation in the 
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predictions, developing an envelope quality scoring method for evaluating existing data sets, and 

creating a live feedback system to improve data collection for future studies. 

The objectives of this study were: 

1. Building on the previous SDSP work, identify areas of highest variation in the 

predictions based on the data collected from multiple knees, and seek to understand if 

there is a consistent reason for the variations. 

2. Use the findings from objective 1 to develop an envelope quality score that 

investigators can use to evaluate how an existing data set will generate a quality 

envelope prediction for a given isoload. 

3. Create a live feedback system which helps the investigator collect appropriate data for 

the desired prediction.  By producing a live feedback of the envelope development that 

displays where additional load data needs to be taken during the current trial, it guides 

researchers to collect data more efficiently and effectively to provide the RBF with a 

high enough quantity and distribution of experimental data to generate higher quality 

envelope. 

Methods 
 

The experimentation starts within 24 hours of thawing a fresh frozen cadaver specimen. 

The knee is then dissected by removing the flesh from the specimen 5 inches to 10 inches away 

from the flexion axis of rotation on the bone end.  The bone is then cut at 7.5 inches from the 

flexion axis of rotation.  The cut bone ends are centered in aluminum pots and secured into place 

with PMMA cement.  The femur is secured onto a structure to prevent the femur from moving.  

A 6 DOF triaxial load cell (JR3 Inc., USA) is attached to the distal end of the tibia.  Optotrak 
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rigid bodies with 6 IREDs on them are placed on the proximal end of the femur and on the distal 

tibial bone end, with an additional rigid body used to probe different points on the system (Fig. 

4).  The Optotrak Certus system is used to record the motion of the rigid bodies and record probe 

points.  During experimentation, the knee undergoes a passive flexion extension motion to 

measure baseline kinematics of the knee.  The knee then undergoes the following combination of 

loads:  a VV motion (back and forth in the varus valgus directions while the knee runs through 

flexion extension); IE motion (through internal and external motion while going through flexion 

extension); VV with IE (put through a varus motion followed by and internal and external 

motion, then a valgus motion followed by internal external motion throughout flexion 

extension); the final motion is IE with VV, where the investigator puts internal motion on the 

knee followed by both varus and valgus motions, then an external motion followed by medial 

lateral motion.  Probe points are taken on the knee as shown in Appendix B.  During this part of 

experimentation, the investigator uses the feedback screen to make sure they are applying 

enough force and collecting data across the entire envelope. 

 Once the data are collected, they are processed in a MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., 

USA) program, using the radial basis function (RBF).  The RBF is an interpolation tool that is 

used to create an approximation of the knee envelope from the collected data.  Since unified knee 

envelopes use several dimensions of information, the RBF is able to better approximate the knee 

envelope than other methods such as polynomial and spline predictions.  A 3-D prediction is 

generated from the study.  Two mesh graphics are generated from the data sets: the isoload 

surface and the kinematic envelope.  The first surface is the isoload surface which generates a 

cylindrical mesh.  The second surface uses the same type of mesh but uses the kinematic 

predicted dimensions rather than the torque dimensions.  To better understand the variations in 
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the prediction, the data are run through a sequential down sampling process (SDSP) [61].  This is 

a method of taking a single set of data and creating multiple subsets of data from it by taking 

every 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th experimental data points in the data set and creating additional 

interpolation predictions from each of them. This results in the investigator having now 50 new 

sets of data that can be run through the RBF and the resulting predictions can then be compared 

to understand how much variation there is in these predictions.  If there are few areas of high 

variation, one can place greater confidence in the prediction. 

The analysis performed for objective 1 used data sets from 13 cadaver knees that were 

tested within 24 hours of thawing (9 right and 4 left, average age 59 (SD 10.15) years, average 

BMI 24 (SD 3.35)).  All 13 data sets were collected using the same protocol which consisted of 

passive manipulation through the knee’s flexion extension range of motion using 

internal/external torque, varus/valgus torque, and anterior/posterior force.  The average and 

standard deviation of the variations for the 13 data sets as a group was taken and mapped onto 

the average envelope shape to understand and compare the locations of the areas of higher 

variation and if the magnitude of those variations is consistent between different knees.  An 

example of an envelope surface mesh with the variation being overlayed onto this mesh is shown 

in Fig. 4.  The same figure shows the vertices that are produced by the grid of the generated 

mesh.  All envelope predictions are at 8000 Nmm and the graphs are color coded with red 

showing areas of high variation and blue showing areas of low variation.  This visual display of 

areas of high variation shows the differences in locations of high variation for individual knee 

envelopes.  In order to understand local variation for each of the 13 knees, the variation in the IE 

direction was scaled to be 0 to 1 then was averaged together with the VV variation that was 

scaled in the same manner. The variation is scaled to understand the location of higher variation 
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for each knee and is not used to compare variation values.  All investigators followed the same 

instructions for the data collection for the 13 knees. If the areas of highest variation are 

consistent among the different knees, it might indicate a possible source of variation due to the 

protocol. 

 Objective 2 was to create an envelope quality score that can be used in evaluating 

existing data sets for generating useful knee envelopes.  Because the radial basis function 

weights experimental points that are closer to the interpolated position more heavily than points 

that are farther away, an existing data set can be analyzed based on the distance, quantity, and 

distribution of the experimental data points relative to a given isoload to generate an envelope 

quality score.  This calculation was titled the “envelope quality score” because a higher score 

indicates the passive knee envelope generated from that data set has a sufficient quantity of data 

relative to the isoload to generate a knee envelope.  To generate a quality score, the quantity of 

experimental data points is totaled if they are located within a Euclidean norm distance of 0.25 

away from each vertex in the envelope isoload surface as shown in Fig. 5.  The envelope quality 

score for each of the 13 knee data sets was generated and compared to understand how the 

current protocol is impacted at different isoloads.  A higher envelope quality score indicates the 

suitability of an existing data set for producing a viable passive envelope prediction at given 

isoloads.  Having data collected around the desired isoload means the RBF will have less 

variability and therefore more confidence in the prediction.  Thus, calculating a quick envelope 

quality score will help researchers quickly evaluate existing data sets before they conduct 

extensive analysis on the data only to find that it will not provide a desired envelope prediction.  

Although this study did not try to determine what an ideal envelope quality score would be, 

generally a higher value should produce an envelope with less variation.  
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Objective 3 of this study was to create a new feedback system which enhances the initial 

collection of data.  The current feedback system (Fig. 6) shows what load has been applied and 

visually displays the current load with a contrasting white box. This white box shows where the 

load is being currently recorded and as more data are being collected the color of the boxes 

changes from red (indicating little amount of data) to blue (getting more data).  The proposed 

new feedback system developed in this study replaces the current feedback screen and displays 

an isoload surface showing where the experimental data being collected are relative to the 

isoload, and a prediction feed of the RBF envelope to give the investigator an idea of the 

envelope they are targeting and when the investigator has collected enough data that the 

prediction does not change.  Because the feedback needs to make this prediction in real time, the 

program (Appendix C) removes information that does not have as much weight to the related 

envelope.  Therefore, the only points that are used in the feedback screen are points that are 

within 500 Nmm of the isoload.  This feedback system requires the investigator to input the 

desired isoload before the experimentation and manipulation begins, to help the investigator 

focus on collecting data around their desired isoload.  This system could be rerun with different 

isoloads to understand how well the data generates a variety of different isoloads. This was tested 

with three manipulation methods; the traditional method (the method the 13 knees underwent), 

the wall method, and the spiral method. The wall method involves holding the knee in a position 

near the desired isoload and then running through flexion extension.  The spiral method involves 

applying a shifting load on the knee making a circular motion as the knee goes through flexion 

extension, while maintaining loads close to the targeted isoload. These three manipulation 

methods were evaluated to determine if the methods of manipulation made a difference in the 

data collection outcome. 
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Results  
 

Objective 1 was to analyze previously collected envelope data from 13 knees and identify 

the areas of high variation for a desired isoload to determine if the areas of high variation were 

consistent.  A consistent location of variation might imply that the variation may be due to the 

way the experiments were run or instructions given the investigator.  This analysis showed that 

the areas of high variation were not consistent in their location (Fig. 7A).  This was further 

confirmed by analysis of the average variation (Fig. 7B) and the standard deviation (Fig. 7C) 

across the knees on an average envelope.  Showing no consistent variation for these measures 

across the entire envelope, these data demonstrated that the variation does not occur in consistent 

areas and therefore was not likely due to instructions given to the investigator. 

Objective 2 was to create an envelope quality score so investigators can evaluate how 

well an existing data set will fit an isoload to make a generated envelope prediction.  Fig. 8 

shows the quality score for a specific data set over several different isoloads.  For this knee it has 

a higher quantity of data at the lower isoloads, and less data for the interpolation of the data at 

higher isoload values.  Fig. 9 shows the quality score for the 13 knees at isoloads ranging from 0 

to 20,000 Nmm that were collected using the same protocol.  The graph shows how the protocol 

collects more data at the lower isoload forces, showing the prediction follows the data at those 

lower forces.  Fig. 10 displays how the different methods of manipulation affect the fit of the 

prediction relative to the data, with a better fit when data are collected in a way that is distributed 

more closely to the target isoload. A typical example of how the variation changes across 

isoloads is shown in Fig. 11 which shows predictions based on four different isoloads (2,000 

Nmm, 10,000 Nmm, 15,000 Nmm, and 20,000 Nmm). The left most graph shows that for a low 

isoload of 2,000 Nmm many of the data points collected, shown in red, fall inside the target 
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isoload and therefore exhibit low variation from the predicted envelope. The right most graph 

shows that for a high isoload of 20,000 Nmm the data points fall a greater distance from the 

target isoload surface and therefore exhibit high variation from the predicted envelopes.  In this 

example, we see that more experimental data points were collected around the low isoload of 

2,000 Nmm and fewer experimental data points at higher forces like isoloads of 15,000 and 

20,000 Nmm.   

For objective 3, the proposed new feedback system developed in this study would replace 

the current feedback screen and display an isoload surface showing where the experimental data 

is being collected relative to the target isoload on the left, and a prediction feed that shows the 

developing RBF envelope prediction on the right (Fig. 12).  Fig. 13 shows how the new feedback 

screen will help guide the investigator by showing on the left how close the collected data points 

match the target isoload, highlighting in red where more points need to be collected.  On the 

right side of the feedback screen the evolving envelope prediction is displayed.  Again, as the 

investigator collects the appropriate data, the surface will turn from red to blue.  Fig. 14 shows 

another example of the development of data collection relative to the isoload as it would be 

displayed on the left side of the feedback screen and how adding the proper data points results in 

the surface evolving from mostly red to mostly blue.  Fig. 15 shows the right side of the feedback 

screen taken at six points during the collection process and how the envelope prediction similarly 

evolves as the data are collected.  The program is able to update in one second increments, as 

shown in Fig. 16.  
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Discussion  

 

Objective 1 of the study was to review the envelopes generated from experimental data 

from 13 knees, all collected using a similar protocol.  The statistical down-sampling process was 

used to study similarities in the location of the areas of higher variation in the envelope.  These 

variations were then normalized across IE and VV directions at an 8000 Nmm isoload for the 

knees to examine if areas of higher variation might share some pattern that indicates the source 

of variation.  By examining the variations across multiple knees (Fig. 9 and Fig. 7A) the average 

variation (Fig. 7B,) and the standard deviation (Fig. 7C,) no common trend in the location of the 

variation was apparent, suggesting that the protocol was not inherently causing high variation in 

consistent knee positions.  However, the RBF process weighs data points that are closer to the 

desired interpolated position more heavily than those farther away, so the quantity and 

distribution of data points collected should be guided by the desired isoload to produce a better 

envelope.  By prioritizing points close to the desired isoload surface, the prediction can be made 

with less variation and more confidence at interpolating the experimental data.  This suggests 

that the testing protocol is not creating consistent irregularities in the data collection, instead 

other factors are the cause of variation in the prediction. 

 Objective 2 of this study focused on the envelope prediction quality score, calculated 

based on the quantity and distribution of data relative to a given isoload.  Since the RBF is an 

interpolation process, which weighs the data based on how close they are to the desired isoload, 

collecting data points distributed more closely to the desired isoload should produce a more 

confident prediction with less variation in the prediction.  The results of the envelope prediction 

quality scoring demonstrate how the previous protocol led to the under collection of data points 
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at some desired isoloads.  By applying this quality score analysis to existing data sets, 

investigators can use this envelope quality score analysis to focus on data sets which contain the 

quantity and distribution of data most likely to generate a knee envelope at a target isoload with a 

lower amount of variation in the prediction.  

Usually, it is more valuable to study the higher loads where the ligaments have a greater 

influence on the knee’s motion.   Previous studies have shown that a torque of 8,000 Nmm is 

needed to show the elastic linear region of the ligament [21], [72].  Although the lower loads do 

hold valuable information, the linear elastic region generally is the region most studied by 

researchers.  If data collection focuses too much at lower isoloads, at the expense of higher loads, 

there will be fewer points within the range of the envelope at higher loads and result in a lower 

quality score and less confident envelope prediction.  The previous protocol used on these knees 

produced envelopes with more data at lower loads, rather than the targeted isoload, with the 

confidence in the higher isoload envelopes eventually getting so low that the prediction was not 

valid.  This can be seen in Fig. 11 where the 15,000 Nmm and 20,000 Nmm envelopes show 

greater variation in the prediction as well as fewer points within the range of the envelope.  

Therefore, being able to generate a quality score based on the quantity and distribution of data 

around the desired isoload gives the investigator an efficient way to evaluate an existing data set 

to determine if enough data at a specific isoforce has been collected to make a confident 

prediction.  A data set with a higher quality score will yield a prediction with less variation.  This 

insight can also be used to guide investigators to avoid spending excessive time collecting 

additional data that may be unnecessary for their research goals. 

The most efficient and effective procedure is to gather data for the envelope that falls 

close to the desired isoload.  By determining how well distributed the data is for a specific 
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isoload, a prediction can quickly be generated to tell the investigator in real time what envelopes 

are viable based on the quantity and distribution of the data collected for their prediction.  

Objective 3 of this study was to develop and present a new feedback system for 

investigators which shows the collection of data around the target isoload and development of 

the knee envelope in real time.  This allows the investigator to visually see when sufficient data 

has been collected to fill out the envelope and to see where in the envelope more data are needed 

around the desired isoload.  The value of this new feedback screen is not simply that it allows the 

researcher to quickly identify where they should collect more data for an improved envelope,it 

also provides near live feedback to the researcher, allowing them to more effectively and 

efficiently collect data during the initial test while the cadaveric specimen still maintains its soft 

tissue and mechanical properties.  Therefore objective 3 of this study was to develop a MATLAB 

program that tells the investigator in real time how they need to manipulate the knee to generate 

data around the desired isoload for more efficient data collection.  This progressive feedback 

screen gives the researcher information about their distribution and quantity of data as they are 

collecting it, not only helping researchers ensure they collect the proper quantity and distribution 

of data points, but also guiding them in collecting data points to produce the desired envelope 

more efficiently. 

Fig. 13B shows the same trial data used in Fig. 13A and C except in this example, the 

prediction collected only pure VV data initially, resulting in a slower and less complete 

processing of the prediction calculation.  Since the prediction in Fig. 13B is not filled out, only 

having points on the VV axis, the prediction is incomplete.  If the investigator collects the data 

along the valgus edge of the isoload, using combinations of loads around their desired isoload, 

instead of going back and forth between varus and valgus, they will develop the envelope more 
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quickly and more efficiently.  This is because the new feedback screen guides them as they go to 

collect those data points most critical for the developing envelope.  These data most similar to 

the targeted isoload surfaces are used to make a quick simplified prediction.  This can also be 

seen in Fig. 10 and Fig. 17, which show the quality score of the same knee using different 

manipulation methods.  The highest quality scores come from focusing on collecting data near 

the desired isoload.  Both the spiral and wall methods of manipulation allow the investigator to 

get to a higher quality score more quickly and efficiently than the traditional method, shown in 

Fig. 17.  The RBF prediction generates a visual mesh illustrating the prediction of the envelope.  

A lower density mesh produces a faster prediction, but with less clarity.  While efficiency of data 

collection is certainly not as important as the effectiveness of data collection, it is a nice practice 

in general to work both effectively and efficiently.  This would improve not only the efficiency 

of the testing process, but the quality and usefulness of the envelopes produced.  

There are some limitations to the work presented.  In general, all data collected for 

passive envelope studies is assumed to be accurate for the target isoload of that study.  This can 

be a limitation in that investigator application of target loads through differing manipulations can 

result in different ending positions at that load and increase areas of variation in predictions. 

For objective 1, some inaccuracies could have resulted from various factors such as 

slightly different manipulation motions as data were collected, differences in knee kinematics, 

differences due to knee demographics, etc.  However, since the focus of the study was how the 

data was collected vs. the resulting envelope, these possible sources of inaccuracies should not 

invalidate the results of this study.  For objective 2, the envelope quality score was not tested to 

find an ideal quality score for a particular study or question.  Rather, it was designed to measure 
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how a given data set contained the quantity and distribution of data relative to a given isoload 

needed to produce a confident envelope prediction.  While the quality score analysis can help 

investigators determine which existing data sets are most likely to generate a viable envelope for 

a desired isoload, it does not to tell investigators the ideal quality score value for a particular 

study.  Based on their study objectives, the investigator must still determine the most appropriate 

isoload for the knee envelope.  Another limit in the quality score is that it does not have a limit 

and the increase in quality is nonlinear.  As the investigator continues to add data around the 

target isoload, there is a point of diminishing return.  It is up to the investigator to determine 

when a high enough score is sufficient. 

For objective 3 the envelope quality score is not calculated and displayed in real time. 

The proposed feedback screen shows the envelope developing in real time as the data is 

collected, and this should minimize areas of high variability in the resulting envelopes.  

However, if the envelope quality score could also be displayed as data is being collected, it might 

add even greater confidence in the initial data collection process.  The calculation of the 

envelope quality score currently requires the whole set of data to be fed into the calculation.  In 

future studies, if the envelope quality score could be calculated as the data is being collected, it 

could lead to an even more efficient and confident data collection process.  Another future 

improvement that might be made is to show the quality score over the surface of the envelope 

prediction to give the investigator more of an understanding of the quantity and distribution of 

the data in local areas rather than as a whole.  Finally, the new feedback system requires the 

desired isoload to be identified, but future development of the feedback screen could allow the 

investigator to change what isoload to focus on or, if the investigator wants to collect additional 

data that could be useful in future studies with a different area of focus.  
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This study builds off of previous research done in the Experimental Joint Biomechanics 

Research Laboratory and gives a direction for how knee envelope research can be conducted in 

the future.  Future studies can look to improve the efficiency in the program to reduce the 

computational requirements resulting in a feedback that computes all the information more 

quickly and increases the potential to be useful in clinical settings.  It also is a steppingstone in 

getting these tools in the hands of medical professionals and further helping patients. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: The experimental set up of cadaveric knee with motion capture attached with a fixture on the two 
bone ends. The triaxial loadcell is placed on the tibia, as a handle for manipulation. 
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Fig 5: The unified envelope displaying the 3d mesh grid at 8000 Nmm of force.  The vertices in this grid 

are used in finding the density and distribution of data and can be found as the red dots on the surface.  The SDSP 

variation is overlayed on the mesh to give an understanding of the locations of higher variation. 

 

Fig. 6: The existing feedback panel, each graph represents the different combinations of loads. This white 
square represents the current load and the different colors show how much data are present at that 

combination of force, going from red to blue as more data get collected. 
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Fig. 7: A)Plots for each of the 13 knees tested using the traditional method. The color is showing the points of higher 
variation for each knee, with red being high variation and blue is low variation, all envelope predictions are 

8000Nmm. B) The average envelope showing the Average Variation across the 13 knees. B) The average envelope 
showing the Standard Deviation across the 13 knees 

 

 

 

B) 

A) 

C) B) 
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Fig. 8: The quality score plot of a knee showing how well the data quantity is distributed across multiple 
isoforces. This score would suggest that the envelope predictions would have less variations at lower 

isoloads. 

 

Fig. 9:  This graph is showing how well the data quantity and distribution fit across multiple isoforces for all 
13 knees, represented by the blue dashed lines.  The average line is the black, showing the average trend of 

the score.   
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Fig. 10: Quality score using different methods of manipulations, Traditional method (in green), spiral 
method (in blue) and the wall method (in red). 

 

Fig. 11: Representative knee predictions at different isoload predictions.  The left graph is a low isoload 
prediction and the graph on the right is a high isoload prediction.  The color is showing the points of higher 
variation, red is high variation and blue is low variation.  The red points are the experimental data that falls 

in the range of the isoload. 
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Fig. 12: The proposed feedback system showing the Isoload as a surface of the left and the development of 
the prediction as the surface on the right. The red points are showing what experimental points are collected 
that fall within the range of the desired isoload. The color of the surface is a representation of the data close 

to the desired location, with blue showing points are close and red being points are far away. 
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Fig. 13: The proposed feedback system showing the Isoload as a surface of the left and the development of 
the prediction as the surface on the right.  The red points show what experimental points are collected that 
fall within the range of the desired isoload. The color of the surface is a representation of the data close to 
the desired location, with blue showing points that are close, (Plots A) are showing the feedback near the 

start of the envelope collection process using a new manipulation process.  (Plots B) are showing the 

A) 

B) 

C) 
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feedback near the start of the envelope collection process using the traditional manipulation procedure.  
(Plots C) are showing the feedback near the end of the envelope collection process, showing the end results 

of both manipulations. 
 

 

Fig. 14: Development of filling out the isoload surface of the feedback screen takes at six points across the 
collection process.  The red is points where more data is needed, and blue is where they have enough data. 
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Fig. 15: Development of an envelope prediction on the feedback screen taken at six points across the 
collection process.  The red shows points where more data is needed, and blue shows points that have 

enough data. 
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Fig. 16: Data feed run time based on surface density mesh.  This test is done post experimentation, where 
the time required to calculate everything in that loop is displayed.  The different colors show the time it 

takes to calculate the predictions based on the density of the surface mesh.   

 

Fig. 17: Showing how the score changes over data collection.  Both spiral and wall method consistently have 
a higher quality score at 10,000 Nmm isoload. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 
 

The Experimental Joint Biomechanics Research Laboratory, at the University of Kansas, 

previously created a novel method of finding the variation in a knee envelope using the RBF to 

create a prediction.  This study builds upon this previous research by better understanding a 

major cause of the variations in those predictions and generates an envelope quality score to help 

investigators understand if the quantity and distribution of data around specific isoloads will be 

able to generate a viable knee envelope. It also proposes a new feedback system to help 

investigators collect data around a target isoload and give them a new ability to make real time 

changes to data collection around the desired prediction, avoiding the over collection of data at 

lower loads where the lab is not as interested in observing.  By producing a live feedback of the 

envelope development that displays where additional load data need to be taken during the 

current trial, it will guide researchers to collect data more efficiently and effectively to provide 

the RBF with a high enough quantity and distribution of experimental data to generate a higher 

quality envelope.  

Load and displacement data collected in the EJBR lab using the same protocol for manual 

manipulation of 13 freshly frozen cadaver knees was analyzed using a sequential down sampling 

process to feed an RBF function to produce a passive knee envelope prediction for each of the 13 

knees.  This analysis allowed the comparison of areas of consistently higher variability in the 

resulting envelopes, and helped determine if changes could be made to achieve more efficient 

results with less variation.  Because the radial basis function weights experimental points that are 

closer to the interpolated position more heavily than points that are further away, an envelope 

quality score could be assigned to a given data set by analyzing the distance, quantity, and 

distribution of experimental data points relative to the desired isoload.  This score can guide 
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investigators at what isoload there is enough data to have confidence in their knee envelope 

prediction.   

In addition to providing better ways to analyze previously collected data sets, this study 

aimed at helping investigators proactively collect new data points more efficiently and 

effectively to provide the RBF with a high enough quantity and distribution of experimental data 

to generate a higher quality envelope.  The new feedback system shows investigators how to 

proactively manipulate the knee during data collection based on developing Matlab plots of the 

envelope prediction showing which data points fall close to the desired isoload, and the 

developing envelope prediction.  This feedback screen is color coded and highlights where 

additional data points are needed to get the appropriate data for the desired prediction.  The 

COVID pandemic forced the EJBRL shutdown during the later stages of this research, and 

because the primary investigator had moved from the University of Kansas by that time, the final 

testing of the new investigator feedback screen had to be done virtually in collaboration with an 

on campus investigator using Microsoft Teams.  One investigator at KU fed data for the test of 

the three data collection methods online to the lead investigator, who had the Matlab code set up 

on another computer and ran the data sets live, producing and testing the new feedback display 

and giving live instruction to the on campus investigator, who collected the data.  Also, because 

no cadaver knees were available for this one test due to the pandemic shutdown, a prosthetic 

knee was used.  Because this particular test was focused on the investigator feedback display and 

the efficiency of the data collection, not the knee envelope itself, this did not affect or change 

any of the data or calculations used for Objective 1 or Objective 2.  It was adequate for Objective 

3, which was to confirm the effectiveness of the new investigator feedback system and to 

compare the efficiency of the three different data collection methods.   Future studies may be 
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able to also build in a calculation of the best envelopes that could be generated from the data 

being currently collected. 
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Appendix A: 6 Degrees of Freedom and Axes Images 
 

 

 
Figure A.1 Another representation of the 6 degrees of freedom shown previously in Fig. 18.  

Superior/Inferior and Medial/Lateral translations are not labeled but axes are present. 
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Figure A2 Axes of the knee 
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Appendix B:  Probe Point locations 

 

Figure B1: This is a representation of where the probe points are taken on the knee. It is important to get a 
good visualization of these probe points or else it can skew the results in an unwanted manner. Fortunately, 
we are able to have checkpoints throughout the data calculation process that allows a visualization of any 

error in taking the GS points. 

 

FEMUR BONE POINTS  
F1 Medial Epicondyle 
F2 Lateral Epicondyle 
F3 Most Distal Point Between condyles 
F4 Posterior Edge of Medial Condyle 
F5 Posterior Edge of Lateral Condyle 
F6 Bone end 

TIBIA BONE POINTS  
T1 Center of Medial Plateau 
T2 Center of Lateral Plateau 
T3 Proximal Tip of the medial spine of the Tibial Eminence  
T4 Proximal Tip of Tibial Intercondylar Notch  
T5 Center of Ankle 
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Appendix C: MATLAB Code for New Investigator Feedback Screen 
 

This code starts by clearing all displays and data in the program.  Then it asks the investigator 
what experimental data they would like to import into the program.  The investigator needs to 
tell the program what isoload they are studying.  The program then cuts any experimental values 
that fall out of the range of the isoload, for example 10000 Nmm  plus or minus 500Nmm range.  
That experimental data is then displayed on the isoload surface, which is color coded to tell the 
investigator where they need to collect more data based on the load. Then the experimental data 
is run through an RBF to generate an isoload prediction surface, and is color coded to tell the 
investigator where more data need to be collected based on position. This code displays the 
predictions on a figure that takes 6 snap shots of both surfaces, as well as generates a gif of the 
progression of the development of the envelope.  
 

clc; clear all; close all; % Clears and closes everything for a new start of the program 

set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked'); %docks the display in the matlab window (optional)  

warning off;  

cdur=cd; %sets the current directory of the file path  

 

%% input values 

%max loads 

LoadVV=10000; 

LoadIE=10000; 

%cannot be the same number 

FEmin=0; %starting flexion location 

FEmax=100; % ending flexion location  

%first and last .xls loop that is being fed into the program 

%this is the experimental data file 

first =1; 

last=5; 

%average points in find distance 

n=10; 

%+- what range around the isoload 

ABrange=500; 
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%leave this the same or it will be making a prediction based on a different 

%isoload 

isovalue=1; 

% normal values  

input=[7 2 3 5]; %these are the columns being input into the program,  

%  col 7 is FE, col 2 is VV, col 3 is IE, col 5 is AP 

output=[8 9 11]; output the data in the location of these col 

% range of data, could be used to make a loop 

%      FE     VV   IE   AP 

range=[FEmin -LoadVV -LoadIE -100;    % minimums 

    FEmax  LoadVV  LoadIE  100];     % maximums` 

 

trials{1}=first:last; 

%tells the investigator where the experimental data is located  

cd([cdur '\Functions']);%move to this directory 

[EXP,load,kin]=Get_EXP(trials,cdur);% get the data 

cd([cdur]);%move back to the old directory  

%this is the start of the loop that lets the investigator compare the density of the predicted mesh  

%data skip, how much data do you want to use in the program if all data leave as 1 

for Dskip=1 

%     EXP=EXP(1:Dskip:end,:); 

%this is the start of the loop that lets the investigator compare the density of the predicted mesh  

%if you don’t want to have this, leave a single value 

    for denchange=5         

        density=[denchange  denchange denchange 3];  

% generates variable  

        farloop=[]; 

        VP=[]; 

        FP=[]; 

        Ltime=[]; 

        Lvvposload=[]; %vv positive load 

        Lvvnegload=[];%vv negative load 

        TptsIN=[]; %total points in 
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        SaveptsIN=[]; % save the points in for next loop 

        DataP=[]; 

        loops=1;%starting loop value 

        LptsIN=[];% point in the current loop 

        FEloop=linspace(FEmin,FEmax,density(1));% equal distance through flexion extension based on the mesh 
density you want 

         

%this loop simulates the time aspect of collecting the data when data was collected previously before running the 
code rather than using the code in real time  

for time=1:100:length(EXP)%1:100:length(EXP) 

            tic 

%this is the first run of the loop 

            if time ==1 

                %             tic 

                %make the grids 

                a_plot=linspace(range(1),range(2),density(1)); 

                b_plot=linspace(range(3),range(4),density(2)); 

                c_plot=linspace(range(5),range(6),density(3)); 

                d_plot=linspace(range(7),range(8),density(4)); 

                [a_mesh,b_mesh,c_mesh,d_mesh]=ndgrid(a_plot,b_plot,c_plot,d_plot); 

                 

                %make the RBF grids 

                loadcolumns=[reshape(a_mesh,[],1) reshape(b_mesh,[],1) reshape(c_mesh,[],1) reshape(d_mesh,[],1)]; 

                FullLoads = [max(abs(loadcolumns(:,2))) max(abs(loadcolumns(:,3))) max(abs(loadcolumns(:,4)))]; 

                 

                %reshaped to create values in isovalues 

                flex=length(unique(loadcolumns(:,1))); % how many unique flexion 

                vv=length(unique(loadcolumns(:,2))); % how many unique vv load 

                ie=length(unique(loadcolumns(:,3))); % how many unique ie load 

                flex1=reshape(loadcolumns(:,1),flex,vv,[]); % reshape flexion 

                vv2=reshape(loadcolumns(:,2),flex,vv,[]); % reshape vv Load 

                ie2=reshape(loadcolumns(:,3),flex,vv,[]); % reshape ie Load 

                e=sqrt(sum((loadcolumns(:,2:4)./FullLoads).^2,2)); 

                E=reshape(e,flex,vv,[]);                  
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                [f2,v2] = isosurface(flex1,vv2,ie2,E,isovalue(1)); 

                %convert to polar to find the ranges 

                [theta,rho] = cart2pol(v2(:,2),v2(:,3)); 

                rhoMX=max(rho); 

            Else 

%this is starting the rest of the loops, basically this is what is generating the display for the investigator to use 

                %% See if the data falls within the loop loads 

                 

                loopexp=EXP(Ltime:Dskip:time,:); 

                [~,rho2] = cart2pol(loopexp(:,2),loopexp(:,3));                 

                dist=abs(rhoMX-rho2); 

                [r,~]=find(dist>=-ABrange & dist<ABrange); 

                ptsIN_first=loopexp(r,:); 

                [r,c]=find(ptsIN_first(:,7)>=range(1) & ptsIN_first(:,7)<range(2)); 

                ptsIN=ptsIN_first(r,:); 

 

                disp('got points in') 

                %% 

%if  there were no data point found during that data collection interval this tells the program to skip calculations 
so it does not produce an error 

                if isempty(TptsIN) 

                    if isempty(ptsIN) 

                    else 

                        TptsIN=ptsIN; 

                    end 

                    else 

                    if isempty(ptsIN) 

                    else 

                        TptsIN=[TptsIN;ptsIN]; 

                    end 

                    B=TptsIN(:,[7 2 3]); 

                     

                    norm_B = [(B(:,1) - min(v2(:,1))) / ( max(v2(:,1)) - min( v2(:,1)) ) (B(:,2) - min(v2(:,2))) / ( max(v2(:,2)) - 
min(v2(:,2)) )  (B(:,3) - min(v2(:,3))) / ( max(v2(:,3)) - min(v2(:,3)) )]; %find the normal value of B 
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                    norm_v2 = [(v2(:,1) - min(v2(:,1))) / ( max(v2(:,1)) - min(v2(:,1)) ) (v2(:,2) - min(v2(:,2))) / ( max(v2(:,2)) - 
min(v2(:,2)) )  (v2(:,3) - min(v2(:,3))) / ( max(v2(:,3)) - min(v2(:,3)) )]; %find the normal value of v2 

                     

                    for dd=1:length(norm_v2) 

                        D2 = vecnorm(norm_v2(dd,:) - norm_B, 2, 2);          

                        D2_sorted=sort(D2); 

%if the length of the points is greater than n, it will take n average points else it will take the distance of all points 

                        if length(D2_sorted)>=n 

                             

                            D3(dd,:)=mean(D2_sorted(1:n,:));%finds the average distance of the surface to the points 

                        else 

                            D3(dd,:)=mean(D2_sorted); 

                        end 

                    end 

                    norm_D3=(D3(:,1) - min(D3(:,1))) / ( max(D3(:,1)) - min( D3(:,1)) ); 

                     

                    %% make the prediction 

                     

                    if isempty(TptsIN)%if there are no experimental data points in range don’t do calculations and cause 
errors 

                    else 

                        if isempty(LptsIN) 

                            LptsIN=ptsIN; 

                        else 

                            LptsIN=[LptsIN; ptsIN]; 

                        end 

                        runEnv=LptsIN; 

                        runEnv(find(isnan(runEnv*zeros(size(runEnv,2),1))),:)=[]; 

                        runEnv = unique(runEnv,'rows');                       

                         

                        %% RBF 

                        %%Gather data, remove rows with NaN, and remove duplicate rows 

                        Scale = prctile(runEnv(:,input),[2.5 97.5]); 

                        Scale = Scale(2,:)-Scale(1,:); 
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                        %%Downsize for speed/RAM 

                        runEnv = runEnv(1:4:end,:); 

                         

                        %%Get RBF centers scaled appropriately 

                        Xcenters = [runEnv(:,input(1))/Scale(1) runEnv(:,input(2))/Scale(2) runEnv(:,input(3))/Scale(3)];% 
runEnv(:,input(4))/Scale(4)]; 

                        Ycenters = runEnv(:,output); 

                         

                        %%Calculate Distances 

                        phi = zeros(size(Xcenters,1)); 

                        for i=1:size(Xcenters,1) 

                            phi(:,i)=sqrt(sum((repmat(Xcenters(i,:),size(Xcenters,1),1)-Xcenters(:,:)).^2,2)); 

                        end 

                        %%Calculate Weights 

                        Weights=phi\Ycenters; 

                         

                        %% make mesh 

                        %full mesh made 

                        a_plot=linspace(range(1),range(2),density(1)); 

                        b_plot=linspace(range(3),range(4),density(2)); 

                        c_plot=linspace(range(5),range(6),density(3)); 

                        d_plot=linspace(range(7),range(8),density(4));                         

                        [a_mesh,b_mesh,c_mesh,d_mesh]=ndgrid(a_plot,b_plot,c_plot,d_plot); 

                        Data1=[reshape(a_mesh,[],1) reshape(b_mesh,[],1) reshape(c_mesh,[],1)];% reshape(d_mesh,[],1)];                         

                        Data1=[Data1 zeros(size(Data1,1),3)];                         

                        X_plot = [Data1(:,1)/Scale(1) Data1(:,2)/Scale(2) Data1(:,3)/Scale(3)];% Data1(:,4)/Scale(4)]; 

                        %this is the loop that give the predicted distance based on the grid 

                        %it fills is out first row vv dist ie dist ap dist then row two 

                        for i=1:size(X_plot,1) 

                            phi=(sqrt(sum((repmat(X_plot(i,:),size(Xcenters,1),1)-Xcenters(:,:)).^2,2)))';  % distance from point 
Xc to X 

                            for j=1:size(Weights,2) 

                                Data1(i,j+4)=phi*Weights(:,j); 
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                            end 

                        end 

                        flex1=reshape(Data1(:,1),flex,vv,[]); % reshape flexion 

                        vv1=reshape(Data1(:,5),flex,vv,[]); % reshape vv position 

                        ie1=reshape(Data1(:,6),flex,vv,[]); % reshape ie position 

                         

                         

                        [f3,v3] = isosurface(flex1,vv1,ie1,E,1);% % generates the surface 

                        disp('found RBF')                      

                        %% 

%repeate for the predicted surface 

                        B=TptsIN(:,[7 8 9]);  

                        norm_B = [(B(:,1) - min(v3(:,1))) / ( max(v3(:,1)) - min( v3(:,1)) ) (B(:,2) - min(v3(:,2))) / ( max(v3(:,2)) - 
min(v3(:,2)) )  (B(:,3) - min(v3(:,3))) / ( max(v3(:,3)) - min(v3(:,3)) )]; 

                        norm_v3 = [(v3(:,1) - min(v3(:,1))) / ( max(v3(:,1)) - min(v3(:,1)) ) (v3(:,2) - min(v3(:,2))) / ( max(v3(:,2)) 
- min(v3(:,2)) )  (v3(:,3) - min(v3(:,3))) / ( max(v3(:,3)) - min(v3(:,3)) )];                         

                        for dd=1:length(norm_v3)                             

                            D4 = vecnorm(norm_v3(dd,:) - norm_B, 2, 2); 

                            D4_sorted=sort(D4); 

                            if length(D2_sorted)>=n 

                                D5(dd,:)=mean(D4_sorted(1:n,:)); 

                            else 

                                D5(dd,:)=mean(D4_sorted); 

                            end 

                        end 

                        norm_D7=(D5(:,1) - min(D5(:,1))) / ( max(D5(:,1)) - min( D5(:,1)) ); 

                    end 

                    %% Plot               

%displays the the predictions        

                    %  figure(loops) 

                    figure(4) 

                    subplot(1,3,1) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 
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                        pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2); 

                    else 

%  applies a patch or a skin of the predicted surface so the investigator is able to see the surface, f2 is the isoload 
faces v2 is the isoload vertices , ‘FaceVertexCData’ displays the next matrix as the color of the surface, then 
interprets the face color, remove the edges so it looks nice, and remove the lighting so the shading of the surface 
does not confuse the investigator during data collection  

                        
pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D3,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none'); 

                        hold on 

                        plot3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,2),TptsIN(:,3),'r.') %also display the experimental data point 

                    end                   

                     

                    hold on; 

%more setting to make the plot look better and easier to understand 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    view(3); 

%set the colorbar the colorbar title and location 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface'; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4]) 

%label the axis 

                    xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (Nmm)'); zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (Nmm)') 

                    %             title(['average distance to points' num2str(mean(D3))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Live Feed of the Load data and RBF predictions'  ]) 

                     

                    %% new plot with both showing the load and prediction 

%repeat, depending on if you want still images or the gif, 

                     

                    % figure(loops) 

                    figure(4) 

                    subplot(1,2,2) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 
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                    else 

                        if isempty(runEnv) 

                        else 

                            
pat=patch('Faces',f3,'Vertices',v3,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D7,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% displays the isosurface  

                            hold on 

                        end 

                        scatter3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,8),TptsIN(:,9),'r.')%experimental data 

                    end 

                     hold on; 

%make it readable  

                    view(3); 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (°)'); %zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (°)') 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface '; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    axis([0 120 -30 30 -30 30]) 

                     

                    %% 

 %this is creating a gif of the loop and progression of the envelope 

                    if loops==1% && cuts==1 

                        gif(['side_by_side_' num2str(denchange) 
'_density_grid.gif'],'DelayTime',0.2,'LoopCount',5,'frame',gcf) 

                    else 

                        gif 

                    end 

                    clf 

                     

                    T(loops,denchange)=toc; 

                    T2(loops,Dskip)=T(loops,denchange); 

                    loops=loops+1; 

                    %% 
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                    PMval=700; 

                    bopexp=EXP(1:time,:); 

                    if length(bopexp)>=(length(EXP)/6)-PMval & length(bopexp)<=(length(EXP)/6)+PMval 

                    subpos=1; 

                    %% 

                    figure(1) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                        pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2); 

                    else 

                        
pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D3,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                        hold on 

                        plot3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,2),TptsIN(:,3),'r.') 

                    end                     

                    hold on; 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    view(3); 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface'; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (Nmm)'); zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (Nmm)') 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Steps of filling out the isoload'  ]) 

                     

                    %% 

                    figure(2) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                         

                    else 
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                        if isempty(runEnv) 

                        else 

                            if length(runEnv)>1 

                            else 

                            
pat=patch('Faces',f3,'Vertices',v3,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D7,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                            end 

                            hold on 

                             

                        end 

                        scatter3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,8),TptsIN(:,9),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 

                    view(3); 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (°)'); %zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (°)') 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface '; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    axis([0 120 -30 30 -30 30]) 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Development of the envelope'  ]) 

                     

                elseif length(bopexp)>=(length(EXP)/6)*2-PMval & length(bopexp)<=(length(EXP)/6)*2+PMval 

                    subpos=2; 

                    figure(1) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                        pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2); 

                    else 
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pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D3,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                        hold on 

                        plot3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,2),TptsIN(:,3),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    view(3); 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface'; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (Nmm)'); zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (Nmm)') 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Steps of filling out the isoload'  ]) 

                    %% 

                    figure(2) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                         

                    else 

                        if isempty(runEnv) 

                        else 

                            
pat=patch('Faces',f3,'Vertices',v3,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D7,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                            hold on 

                        end 

                        scatter3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,8),TptsIN(:,9),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 
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                    view(3); 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (°)'); %zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (°)') 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface '; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    axis([0 120 -30 30 -30 30]) 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Development of the envelope'  ]) 

                     

                elseif length(bopexp)>=(length(EXP)/6)*3-PMval & length(bopexp)<=(length(EXP)/6)*3+PMval 

                    subpos=3; 

                    figure(1) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                        pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2); 

                    else 

                        
pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D3,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                        hold on 

                        plot3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,2),TptsIN(:,3),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    view(3); 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface'; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (Nmm)'); zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (Nmm)') 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Steps of filling out the isoload'  ]) 
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                    %% 

                    figure(2) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN)                         

                    else 

                        if isempty(runEnv) 

                        else 

                            
pat=patch('Faces',f3,'Vertices',v3,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D7,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                            hold on 

                        end 

                        scatter3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,8),TptsIN(:,9),'r.') 

                    end                    

                    hold on; 

                    view(3); 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (°)'); %zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (°)') 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface '; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    axis([0 120 -30 30 -30 30]) 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Development of the envelope'  ])                    

                     

                elseif length(bopexp)>=(length(EXP)/6)*4-PMval & length(bopexp)<=(length(EXP)/6)*4+PMval 

                    subpos=4; 

                    figure(1) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                        pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2); 

                    else 
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pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D3,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                        hold on 

                        plot3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,2),TptsIN(:,3),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    view(3); 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface'; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (Nmm)'); zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (Nmm)') 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Steps of filling out the isoload'  ]) 

                    %% 

                    figure(2) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                         

                    else 

                        if isempty(runEnv) 

                        else 

                            
pat=patch('Faces',f3,'Vertices',v3,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D7,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                            hold on 

                        end 

                        scatter3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,8),TptsIN(:,9),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 
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                    view(3); 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (°)'); %zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (°)') 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface '; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    axis([0 120 -30 30 -30 30]) 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Development of the envelope'  ]) 

                     

                elseif length(bopexp)>=(length(EXP)/6)*5-PMval & length(bopexp)<=(length(EXP)/6)*5+PMval 

                    subpos=5; 

                    figure(1) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                        pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2); 

                    else 

                        
pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D3,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                        hold on 

                        plot3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,2),TptsIN(:,3),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    view(3); 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface'; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (Nmm)'); zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (Nmm)') 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Steps of filling out the isoload'  ]) 
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                    %% 

                    figure(2) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                         

                    else 

                        if isempty(runEnv) 

                        else 

                            
pat=patch('Faces',f3,'Vertices',v3,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D7,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                            hold on 

                        end 

                        scatter3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,8),TptsIN(:,9),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 

                    view(3); 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (°)'); %zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (°)') 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface '; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    axis([0 120 -30 30 -30 30]) 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Development of the envelope'  ]) 

                     

                elseif length(bopexp)>=(length(EXP)/6)*6-PMval & length(bopexp)<=(length(EXP)/6)*6+PMval 

                    subpos=6; 

                    figure(1) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 
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                        pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2); 

                    else 

                        
pat=patch('Faces',f2,'Vertices',v2,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D3,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                        hold on 

                        plot3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,2),TptsIN(:,3),'r.') 

                    end 

                     

                    hold on; 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    view(3); 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface'; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (Nmm)'); zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (Nmm)') 

                    title(['number data points' num2str(length(bopexp))]) 

                    sgtitle(['Steps of filling out the isoload'  ]) 

                    %% 

                    figure(2) 

                    subplot(2,3,subpos) 

                    hold on; grid on; 

                    if isempty(TptsIN) 

                         

                    else 

                        if isempty(runEnv) 

                        else 

                            
pat=patch('Faces',f3,'Vertices',v3,'FaceVertexCData',norm_D7,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting',
'none');% 

                            hold on 

                        end 

                        scatter3(TptsIN(:,7),TptsIN(:,8),TptsIN(:,9),'r.') 

                    end 
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                    hold on; 

                    view(3); 

                    set(gca,'YDir','reverse');alpha(pat,0.7);camlight('headlight'); 

                    %     xlabel('FE (°)'); ylabel('Var/Val(+) (°)'); %zlabel('Int/Ext(+) (°)') 

                    cb = colorbar; colormap(jet);%cb.Label.String = 'average distance of ten points closest to the surface '; 

                    set(cb, 'Position', [.95 .11 .01 .8150]) 

                    caxis([0 0.4 ]) 

                    axis([0 120 -30 30 -30 30]) 

                    title(['loop number' num2str(loops)]) 

                    sgtitle(['Development of the envelope'  ]) 

                else 

                    disp('error') 

                     

                end 

                end 

                Ltime=time; 

                 

            end 

             

        end 

         

    end 
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